
December 8, 1995 

Pujya Swamiji, 
Om Namo Narayana! 

Please accept our earnest and reverential prostrations. Thank you very much for 
your letter dated 11/19/95. 

We have been cherishing the sweet reminiscences of your short stay with us. We 
whole heartedly thank you and the almighty for giving us an opportunity to sit at your 
feet. We consider ourselves very fortunate and believe we get it only by divine grace. Not 
a day passes without remembering the great time we had with you. These memories are 
our treasure that we would not exchange for anything in the world. So much for 
sentiments ............. . 

The peculiar joy that we experience in your presence is inexplicable and very 
difficult to describe or understand. Mere presence of yours lift us to a different plane of 
spirituality and enlightenment which seem to linger long after physical separation. We felt 
being bathed in love and purity. 

We are really touched by your radiating divinity and multifaceted magnetic 
personality which can only be possible with divine grace. Unmanifest has found an able 
instrument in you to manifest his grace and divinity. These finite words will always fall 
short of describing your infinite personality. You mentioned in your letter that you as 
Sanyasi or Sadhu has to see God in everything and everybody......... but we, Sansari 
Sathak, see God where it is more evident and hold on to that with the hope that it will 
help someday to have the utopian vision of seeing him everywhere. Is it wrong to have 
desire to have more personal contact with you? Is it selfish? Should we entertain such 
desires? We understand you will always be with us and nothing can take that away from 
us in spiritual sense, however, being in this physical form, there always seems to have 
temptation for such desires. 

"Stretching Exercise and Pranayama" video cassette is out and distributed. The 
quality of recording is fairly good but packaging and presentation left much to be desired 
or it is none. Outside cover with photograph and short introduction should arouse 
compulsion to grab it, buy it and look for nearby video player. If we have any intention of 
selling this cassette on larger scale than 25-50 cassettes, we should have the cover done 
right first. I will mention this to Dakshaben. People are ripping benefits ofyour hard work 
and efforts that went into making of cassette. We are trying to gather the recordings of 
your discourses at the Mission with little success so far. As you said, one has to strike it 
when it is hot. After a while focus and priorities of people change. 



We have been praying for your another visit to USA. Without taking anything for 
granted, if this materialize, now we have some exposure, goodwill and network 
established as a result ofyour first visit. Building on these strengths with proper planning 
and coordination, next visit will lead to expansion of the network, exploration of some 
new territories which ultimately result into more accrued benefits to more seekers and 
aspirants. 

Amol is regular with his Mrutyum .Jaya Mantra and jump ropes. He was down 
with Flu but now recovered completely. Haley and Ami are well with your blessing. We 
are also regular with family group prayers. Anna is inspired to do exercise and jump ropes. 
With your blessing she has lost 9lbs. of weight. Pujya Swami Sharananandaji, Pujya 
Swami Sashwathanandaji, Sri Shankar Pillai and Srimati Soma Pillai are all well and 
convey their pranams to you. Our prostrations to Param Pujya H.H. Sri Swami 
Chidanandaji Maharaj. We pray for his health and well being. All is well at the Mission. 

Ever in your service, 

Bharat, Minai and family 
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